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Organizations attempt to ban video game
By Dennis Pohlman
A coalition of representatives
from more than 20 organizations
confronted the managers and 9Wners of three Albuquerque-area
video cassette dealers Wednesday
in an effort to prevent the distribution of a home video game called
"Custer's Revenge".
.
The game, marketed nationally
by American Multiple Industries of
Northridge, Calif., portrays
women, particularly Native American women, as sexual objects existing for the players to dominate
and degrade, said leaders of the
coalition.
The object of the game is to
m.anuever i1 figure representing
Gcnctal George Custer through a
hail of Indian arrows to a post
where an Indian maiden is tied.
The player scores points based on
the number of times the maiden is
ravished, according to Ona Porter,
director of planning for the Albuquerque Area Indian Health Board.
The coalition asked local video
cassette dealers not to market the
game, and for citizens to boycott
establishments selling American
Multiple Industries' products.
"This represents a disdain and
hatred of women, of people labeled
'minorities,' and of sexuality, said
Tony Secetero, chainnan of the
health board. "Only individuals
who use violence as a means of
attaining power can be motivated
by this kind of aggression.

Secetero added that the game
was especially offensiv~; to Native
Americans because Indian cultures
do not openly address questions of
sexuality and hold a high regard for
women.
Loni Ann Fredman, representing the Albuquerque Rape Crisis
Center, said her organization feels
the game is deplorable and that
'"once again, obtaining profits has
usurped decency.''
Fredman added that the game
encourages rape as a means of fulfilling non-sexual needs, and was
both offensive and dangerous to the
public. She said there is documentation that shows a relationship
between violence in the media and
real-life aggression. Fredman said
the game should be withdrawn immediately.
Edna Casman, public relations
director for the Albuquerque
YWCA, said the game insults and
denigrates women, Indians - and
men. It is a slap at efforts for more
than 124 years to eliminate the exploitation of women, Casman said.
Several other representatives
George Gorospe
concurred, adding that the fact that
the game is marketed for home use WE HAVENT SOLD any of these games and don't intend to,' said Jeff Gerlach, owner of a
is particularly alarming, and is lot:lll video supply store that stocks several of the video games which have offended minor·
perhaps worse than the problem of ities.
··
pornography distribution because
children are more apt to be exposed
J
_....
to it.
owners not· to market the. game.
lage, said he had sold ·no copies of that. he tries to run a familyThe organizations represented They received a variety of re"Custer's Revenge", had none on oriented business.
·
broke into groups and went to three sponses.
display and had no intention.of dis"If we wanted to run a porno
Albuquerque-area video cassette
Jeff Gerlach, owner of Video
tributing them. He said he has had a shop, then that's what we'd be
distributors, to try to convince the' Cassette Rentals in Scottsdale Viifew inquiries about the game, but
continued on ~Mil• 3.
•.:.,.-;{,•\~
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PEC missing 517 coiJcert tickets
By Stephanie Dominguez
Approximately 517 concert tickets worth about $4,500 are missing
from PEC's four profit-making
shows of the semester, according to
uncertified box-office statements received by PEC and Big River Productions from Popejoy Hall.
Clarence Montoya, PE<:; chairman, and Chuck DeLeonardis, of
Big River Productions, said that
when all the accounted-for tickets
were subtracted from the sell-out
capacity of Spyro Gyra, Chuck
Mangione, Joe Jackson and Gallagher the teml is about 517 missing
tickets.
However, Bill Martin, director of
Popejoy Hall, who said he would not
give the exact number of tickets missing until the matter is settled, said
that the number of missing tickets is
much less.
•• As far as I'm concerned all the
counts are okay," he said. "There
were not more than a handful of tickets (missing) in any case."
Martin said the only concert re-

counted was the Joe Jackson concert, and that none of the other concerts have ever been in question.
Martin had earlier believed the
missing Joe JackSon tickets were
.due to an error in counting.
''Our Ticket Master computers
have not been in service,'' he said.
.. We've had to resort to pre-printed
tickets, so everything has to be
counted by hand."
He said the Ticket Master office
was vandalized last summer' and
has been HOUt Of aCtion" While in•
stalling new equipment.
Martin said the missing tickets
were "unsold" tickets- tickets
that would not have sold anyway.
He said the stubs to those tickets
never showed up at the door, and
therefore did not constitute lost revenue for the concert.
"If they would have ~n given
away without our knowing it, we
would have received the ticket stubs
at the door," he said. "But that is
not the case. Our account of (ticket)
sales and what came through the
door are very close with a difference

In today's Lobo
Happy 100, Dear Stravinsky:
SEE STORY PAGE 8.
Zuni lacks heat: SEE STORY
PAGE1.

LA LUZ of the l•t• aftemoon fadH •way Wedne.J•y on the
•nowy La Luz Tr•ll of the We•tem slope of the S.ndla•. The
N•tlon•l We•ther Service predict• ;, 20 percent chance of
•now In the city tod•y•
•

Wrestlers at home: SEE
STORY PAGE 11.

of maybe one or two tickets.''
Martin said he did not count the
tickets when he received them and
could only guess the tickets may
have been "chewed up by a machine
at the printing office."
Montoya and DeLeonardis, on
the other hand, believe that the problem is much worse .
Ticket sale figures from the
Chuck Mangione concert, a concert
promoted by PEC without the help
of Big River Productions, showed
74 missing tickets.
"Mangione was a sell-out,"
Montoya said. "But, when you add
the figures together, there are tickets
missing, and that means a Joss in
revenues."
.
DeLeonardis gave the following
figures of missing tickets for each
show Big River co-promoted with
PEC: Spyro Gyra, about 150 missing tickets, (he did not have the
exact figures present); Joe Jackson,
227 missing tickets; Gallagher, 66
missing tickets.
Montoya said Popejoy had problems in meeting its responsibilities
at each concert.
Reading 'from the Mangione contract, he said Popejoy is required to
furnish the artist with a certified
box-office statement at intennission
showing total gross receipts, and a
ticket manifest (a certified sealed
statement showing how many tickets were printed, their price and
other audit infonnation).
"These documents, which are
used by all artists, were not at any of
the perfonnances," he said.
DeLeonardis said he received
what was supposed to be a ticket
continued on page 1
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Wire _Report

by United Press International

Funding problems on rise from high interest rates
By Terri Jenkins

Kennedy, citing divorce, won't run in 84
1

WASHINGTON- While saying
ills no ''mystery that I would like to
be president," Sen. Edward Kennedy bowed to urgent family pleas
and declared Wcdnesduy he neither
will seck the presidency nor accept a
drnft in 1984.
Kennedy's bombshell - he had
been considered the early frontrunner for the nomination - stunned both political parties, gave
Ronald Reagan an immediate political lift and sent other Democratic
hopefuls scurrying to redraw battle
plans,
"I don't tllink it's any mystery
that [ would like to be president,"
said tile Massachusetts senator, who
failed in a bid two years ago to deny
renomination to Jimmy Carter.

But, citing divorce proceedings
now wrcnclling his family, he said,
"1 have also indicated that I would
not be a candidate in 1984, nor
would 1 accept a draft in 1984 either
for tile president or tile vice president,"
Kennedy is embroiled in a divorce
that will end his 22-year-marriage to
his wife Joan. He made his

announcement in a packed hearing
room on Capitol Hill as their children-· Kara, 22; Ted Jr., 21; and
Patrick, 15- solemnly looked on.
Kennedy, sole surviving son of
the political family whose very
name has meant Democratic liberalism for a quarter century, said he
believes President Reagan can be
beaten in 1984-but would not now
endorse any Democratic hopeful.
"Were the decision to be made
solely on political grounds, I'd have
a different announcement for you tod;~y," he said. ''But my family was
the overriding consideration."
''I am involved in a divorce, It's a
painful experience both for Joan and
myself and for the members of my
family, and I just felt that the
cumulative effect of those kinds of
pressures on the family were unacceptable at this particular time."
Kennedy's abrupt decision f1ung
the Democratic Party into chaos at a
time when domestic economic problems seem to indicate Reagan could
be vulnerable in 1984.
Former Vice President Walter
Mondale, Scns. John Glenn of
Ohio, Alan Cranston of California
and Ernest Hollings of South Caroli-

na, and former Florida Gov. Rcubin
Askew all· arc considered likely
aspirants for tile nominiltion.
In Brazil, where he began a fiveday visit to Latin America, Reagan
was asked whether he might emulate
Kennedy's "I do not choose to
run."
''You know I don't believe there
is much of a record of me imitating
Teddy Kennedy," Reagan said.
He said he was suf[Jrised by Kennedy's announcement, and with
barely disguised glee called it "a
problem for the Democratic Partyand they're welcome to it."
Retiring GOP chairman Richard
Richards said Kennedy's decision
will not change anything for theRepublicans,
"President Reagan will run again
in 1984 and he will win," he said.
"This will happen regardless of
whom the Democrats choose to

run.''
Mondale, considered the most
likely immediate beneficiary, called
Kennedy's decision "difficult and
courageous."
In his prepared statement, Kennedy said "I have concluded that the
political case for my becoming a

presidential candidate is a strong
one. But for me, any decision about
1984 inevitably involves more than
public considerations or political
calculations.
"For the members of my family,
the 1980 campaign was sometimes a
difficult experience," he said.
"And it is very soon to ask them to
go through it again.
"In addition, th() decision that
Joan and I have made about our marriage has been painful forour children as well as ourselves. For these
reasons I believe that my first and
overriding obligation now is to Patrick and Kara and Teddy.
"I will not be a candidate for the
presidency of the United States in
1984."
Then, a smile creasing his face for
the only time during his five-minute
prepared statement, Kennedy
quipped:
"Let me add one last thing.
Actually I enjoyed campaigning in
Iowa in 1980. And who knows, I
may do it again."
Kennedy, while leaving the door
open for another try at the presidency in 1988, said he believes the
Democrats will beat Reagan in 1984

and he will be supporting a Democrat's reelection bid six years from
now.
New Mexico Democratic Party
Chairman Nick Franklin said
Wednesday that Sen. Edward Kennedy's decision to withdraw from
the 1984 presidential race will help
unify state Democrats.
"I thin.~ it will eliminate some of
the bitter in-fighting that could occur
in New Mexico overthe Democratic
nomination," Franklin said. "I was
already seeing some people divide
up over the candidates."
Franklin predicted that many New
Mexico Democrats who had ·sUpported Kennedy would move into
former Vice President Walter Moodale's camp, but said he believes
Colorado Sen. Gary Hart stands to
gain the most by Kennedy's withdrawal.
He predicted not only more New
Mexico support for Hart because of
Kennedy's move, but a shift toward
Hart throughout the West.
Hart has not officially announced
his .intention to seek the Democratic
presidential nomination, but he is
one of those most frequently mentioned as very likely to do so.

Reagan to loan $1.2 billion to Brazil
BRASILIA, Brazil - President
Reagan, opening talks with President Joao Figueiredo in a steel and
glass palace guarded by red-plumed
dragoons, pledged a $1.2 billion
short-term loan to Brazil Wednesday to help it meet its massive foreign debt.

ments about future cooperation and,
yes, we can look forward to working
with Brazil on their economic problems as well as our own, " Reagan
said after a 90-minute meeting with
Figueiredo in the Palacio do Planalto.

Reagan said his first round of
talks with the Brazilian president, a
64-ycar-old former cavalry officer
who last month called Brazil's first
nationwide elections in 17 years,
were ''very successful'' and
"worthwhile.''

Then, mixing pleasure with busiof State George Shultz ness, Reagan drove to Granja do
said the "bridge loan," arranged
Toro, Figueiredo's private 300-acrc
last week, will cover the period durBull Ranch outside Brasilia, for a
ing which the International Monet·
barbecue lunch and horseback riding
ary Fund is arranging a $6 billion
on a breezy spring day. He planned
Joan to Brazil spread over three
to meet with his staff and attend a
years.
reception and dinner in his honor
"We have come to some agree- later in the day.

A m~or issue is Brazil's struggle
to meet payments on its $80 billion
foreign debt, which in 1982 alone
amounted to $17 billion, at a time
when the global recession has dried
up foreign markets. Brazil has been
forced to sell gold and draw down
hard on its foreign currencies reserve.

Sc~retary

.~lVTIRG SKI EQUIPMElVT
I'BOM US MBAliS
EASY P.AJUCIRG
.AifD I'.AS~
"HOME OF
THE
BELOVED
SKI
DOCTOR"

• Certified ski technicians
on staff
• First quality name brand
equipment - Hart,

High interest rates are among the
economic conditions that are contributing to possible funding problems
for UNM medical and law students.
"High interest rates can create
problems for students trying to repay
loans,'' said Gwen Morrison,
UNM's medical school coordinator
for student services. "Sixty-seven
percent of the medical students require financial aid," she said,

"However, third and fourth year executive committee will be launstudents are actually on duty in the ched Dec. 5. The association's stuhospital, seeing patients and work- dent poll also found that medical stuing under the direction of interns dents use many types of aid, More
(and other medical personnel),'' than one half of the students are
Morrison said. "It's practically im- helped by parents or New Mexico
possible for these students to do student loans, with 13 percent turnadditional work.' •
ing to Federally-guaranteed loans.
Napolitano said, "We are attemp- One third of the students are desigting to generate additional funds. nated receivers of private schoRelatively speaking, the medical larships, with only two percent takschool is young and so are the alum- ing out private loans.
ni. Our first graduating class was in
Law students can obtain loans

"But we have never had a student
withdraw (from medical school)
solely for financial reasons,'' Morrison added.
Currently, few scholarships are
available to medical students.
However, UNM is one of the statesupported schools that has kept its
tuition low.
"Medical school tuition for a
New Mexico resident is $1,200
yearly; non-resident tuW.on is
$3,104 yearly, UNM has one of the
lowest tuition rates in the country,"
Morrison said.

"First- and second-year students
may work during the weekends and
summer vacations,'' Morrison said.

COMPUTER MAGAZINES: Analog, Antic, Apple
Orchard, Byte, Compute, Computer Gaming World,
Computers '83, High Technology, Interface, Micro, Mic·
rocomputing, Microsystems, PC, Personal Computing,
Robotics Age, Softside, Sync., Technology Review, 80
Micro.

1968, with 19 students. Our student
body is relatively small also, with an
entering class in 1982 of 73 students."
A fund drive through the Alumni
Association under guidance of the

through UNM's Financial Aid
office, while scholarships arc
obtained directly through the law
school itself, said Associate Dean
Peter Winograd.
"Most of our students that are

dangerous to the public. He played
the game for the group, which left
the coalition's reprcsentaii ves even
more irate.

the Albuquerque Area Indian
Health Board; National Indian
Health Board; Native American
Studies Program, Kiva Club, Chicano Student Services, MECHA,
Women's Center, Black Studies
Program, all from UNM; National
Womens Political Caucus; Albuquerque Rape Crisis Center;
National Coun.cil of Negro
Women; YWCA; American Indian
Law Center; Cannoncito Navajos;
Equal Rights Congress Organizing
Committee and Toastmasters International.

doing,'' Gerlach said. He added
that he was somewhat surprised by
the protest group's visit, but could
understand their concern once they
made clear what the product portrays.
The Pussycat II Adult Theater,
4207 Central Ave. N.E., has the
game on display, along with two
other American Multiple Industries
video games: "Bachelor Party"
and "Beat 'Em and Eat 'Em''. The
theater owner could not be reached
for comment, and an employee
would not speculate on how the
theater would respond to the protest.
The owner of Video Visions,
9712 Candelaria Road N.E., told
protesters that he thought the game
was "only animation" and was not

Dynutar, 'l'rak, Ge•e,

Munary, 'l'yroHa

American Multiple Industries
has drawn much attention since the
appearance of the X-rated games
several weeks ago. Protests .have
taken place nationwide to demonstrate the displeasure of minorities
and women, protest organizers
said.
.
The organizations taking part in
the Wednesday protest included

For only $10.00 per yea.r you can send the Daily
l..obo to any address in the whole US of A. That
means all75 papers published in semester I, all
73 papers published in semester II, and even all
nine papers pUblished during the summer ses•
sion will be mailed the day they are published.
That's 157 newspapers delivered home for only
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I
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• Boots: Mens, Ladies,

Send your love all
year 'round with
line gift ealeadar8:

CHILDREN'S BOOKS
1983 CALENDARS
LARGE BOOK SELECTION
REDUCED PRICES ON GIFT BOOKS

Video
continued from psge 1

Juniors
Cross country and alpine
- Junior and Adult
Car racks and ski clothing
24-hour service on repairs,
refinishing, & mounting
Group Rates

Bring your $10 to our office, Maron Hall
Room 131 (on Redondo Dr. between
the journalism and biology buildings) any
time rrom 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday or mail it to UNM
Box 20, Alb. N.M. 87131

1M

e Easy Parking

.h:tJm
Comebyand~

OPE~

purcllase necessary.

Mon. • Fri. 8:00 • 5:00
Saturday 10:00 • 5:00
Student 10 must be
oresented for discount

to win a free weekend
in Purgatory. Ro

7509 Menaul N.E.
(at Pennsylvania)
( 505) 884·5611

scholarships. "As of the first of
October, 109 law students had received a round figure of $120,000, •'
Winograd said. "There is also a
large proportion ofloan money from
the UNM Financial Aid office going
to law students."
Direct student loans and federally
insured loans account for more than
$750,000, "We estimate more than
half of our law students are getting
loans, or 108 students,'' Winograd
said, according to the latest •figures
available,
Winograd also foresees fund raising for the law school. Scholarship
funding is currently adequatq. "But
there are many things for: which
funds need to be generated,''
Winograd said. "The law library,
for ·example, may be chosen as a
priority (recipient) for next year's
fund raising."

NEWS LAND
BOOKSTORE

Dean Leonard M. Napolitano of
the Medical School also agreed.
''Our tuition is fundamentally
equivalent to other schools in Texas
and California," Napolitano said.
"It is significantly lower than some
private schools. Georgetown medical school's tuition is approaching
$20,000 yearly," he said.
A poll conducted by the Medical
School Alumni Executive Committee of first and second year medical
students found that about one quarter of them work.

working do work in law-related
jobs," Winograd said. "However,
law students are absolutely prohibited from working their first semester (in law school),'' he said. "A
student may work 15 hours as a
weekly maximum during the second
semester of law school, and second
and third year students may work a
maximum of 20 hours weekly. We
have a significant number of students in work-study,'' Winograd
s_aid.
Winograd said while some law
students are working for the money,
others work to get law-related experience, "If you work for a law
firm as a clerk, you may be considered to have a bead start in being
hired after graduation,'' he said.
With approximately 335 law students enrolled at UNM, about one
third of those students have received

4200 Central SE

•
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Editorial

Giving speech_es people are bound to remember

by Garry Trudeau

By Dav" Barry

l,fY, OHMY! 7/flffS PJ(;HT,
AU 7HAT MAN.IOI</to5

Conservative extremists on rise in 80's
This decade is predicted to be
a return to conservatism, initially
evidenced by the landslide election of Ronald Reagan in 1980.
The upsurge of conserv!ltive
politics has been naturally followed by a swelling of conservative thought and philosophy,
although it must be stressed th!lt
conservative politics and conservative thought are not !II ways
necessarily linked.
As more and more people are
willing to voice conservative
viewpoints, philosophically conservative extremists !Ire braving
the waters, while becoming increasingly visible and threte 'ng ·
·
a nl · ·
The late ~Os and ?Os produced
a ge~eratlon uof llber!lls who
effec_tlvely sq_ el~hed such extremlst orgamzatlons a_s the Ku
Klux Klan and Neo-Nazt gr~ups.
No~, however, they_are raiSing
their ugly heads ag!lln.
Increasingly, these and similar
groups are promoting crippling
packages of racism, sexism, narrow-mindedness and oppres-

but he always sounded like a
high school biology teacher deIf you're like most people, scribing the three major bones of
which I seriously doubt, you're the inner ear.
probably very nervous about
No doubt somewhere along
speeches. This .is a shame, be- the line you'll be asked to speak
cause public speaking is an ex- to a civic organization or a bunch
cellent way to advance your of surly adolescents, these being
career. Take Fidel Castro, the the two major groups that are
famous Cuban dictator. Every routinely subjected to speeches
. now and then, he gets several in the United States. If you want
hundred thousand Cubans your speech to go over well, you
together and gives them a should remember these Useful
speech that lasts anywhere form Public Speaking Tips:
two to six days, and the Cubans
1. Start with a joke. Probably
are always so impressed that the most famous example of an
they decide to keep him on as opening joke was the one Abradictator for another 10 years. So ham Lincoln used to start the
because of his speaking ability, Gettysburg Address: "Four
Fidel gets to wear a uniform and score and seven years ago," he
ride around in armored vehicles, said, then he paused for laughinstead of having to go out in the ter. The audience went bananas.
sugar cane fields with the rest of "What the hell is a score?" they
the Cubans and fend off tarantu· asked each other, tears streamlas the size of cocker spaniels.
ing down their faces. UnfortuAnother excellent speaker is nately, Lincoln didn't have and
Ronald Reagan, who can present more humorous material, so he
almost any idiot notion in such a had to end the speech about two
·way as to make you think he sin- minutes early.
cerely believes it. "He sincerely
2. Act real nervous. Many
believes that idiot notion," you novice speech-makers try to
think, and you respect him all the sound confident; this is a mismore for it. That's why Ronald take, because as soon as the
defeated Jimmy Carter. Jimmy members oft he audience get the
couldn't speak his way out of a impression that you're not going
paper bag. He'd give a speech to embarrass yourself, they'll
full of stirring phrases written by start to balance their checkbooks
paid professional speechwriters, or doze off. Keep them on their

"'"'trYJ 70 Y()(J FROM
fOij Me· toV&! \

•IN:<=
fYVON

sion, hoping to oestroy many of
the enlightened ideals wrought
in the last 25 years.
But Hitl!:lr failed. Nee-Nazism
and the Klan were, for a time,
driven underground. Minorities
of all kinds are steadily gaining in
their struggle for equal rights, All
these point to a sincere desire on
the part of society for a fairer
world.
But still the extremists persist.
lfthey had their way, women still
d
woul be kept barefoot and pregnant in the kitchen. Blacks
would still be cotton-picking
slaves. And the adage about the
only good "lnjt.ms" being _dead
ones would be the nattonal
motto
' In the interest of free speech
and expression, society must endure the right of such groups to
spout this kind of philosophic!ll
claptrap. But if this is the kind of
"conservatism" predicted for the
next seven years, society must
step up its efforts for equality.
The call for furthering the existence of basic human rights must
be loud, strong and powerful.

'"'7'' eoeoTA WrrH

AHAt.FMIL..
JUSTPON'T

IJIJY aJHAT IT
IJ58)

Letters

TO ..

.i

Editor:
I write on behalf of common
sense, from the standpoint ofthe
"ordinary language" philosopher, and in response to the
metaphysical ramblings of both
Mr. Alumayehu and Mr. Aubin.
It is quite obvious that neither
of these writers have the least
conception of the subtle complexities of the English language,
still less the usual courtesies of
philosophical writing.
The central question, in economics, philosophy and other
such pedestrian pursuits, is inevitably one of clarity, of which
both Alumayehu and Aubin are
apparently unaware.

Indulgence in this type of "lan- either writer's deliberations,
guage game" frequently results although I naturally take objecin obfuscation. This undermines tion to their total lack of denot only our conception of the ontological and objective
meaning behind a word, but also apperception.
the use to which it is put- lying
Clearly, it is not enough to debefore the actual epistemological entity of ''the word in itself." monstrate a common mode of
expression; we must find the
In common with all intellec- limits of our conceptual 'ability tuals sensitive to the intricate na- our systematic appraisal of the
ture oftheoretical discourse, I do world - in order to be capable of
not, of course, wish to under- any sort of communication.
mine the primary purpose of
The second point I wish to

Vol. 87

381400

Are we to understand that this
"metaphysical intuition" can be
given sense simply by treating it
as a "mode of discourse?"
I think not.
Nicholas Crofts

Regents totally nonsensical
Editor:
The UNM Board of Regents,
vis a vis ninnies, has done it
again.

But when it comes to the faithful and proper execution of their
duties and obligations, they
quickly shrug their professional
responsibilities.

They pay dearly for the material and social honor they acquire
by virtue of their position.

Their latest decision with respect to the UNM presidency
was both comical and totally

NEW MEXICO

Daily Lobo

make involves an analysis of our
everyday notion .of "reality,"
since this apparently results in
greater confusion than is mer·
ited by the present discourse.

nonsensical.
They have done a great disservice to the University and to our
community.
Why doesn't Jaramillo and his
cohorts do us a big favor - and
impeach themselves!
Juan Jose Nunez Martinez

BUT CAR5l1-I!S
ee&NON ~
CATION At.L
MONTH!
#II

I

WASHINGTON (UPI) - To
plug its new sodium-free antacid
tablet, a pharmaceutical firm has
compiled a "handy chart" listing
the "Heartburn Quotient for a
variety of common situations."
Here are a couple of circumstances the drug company believes will have you reaching for
a stomach acid neutralizer:
135 points - "Your accountant moves to Brazil."
500 points - "The police car
you just hit has two nuns and a
White House official in the back
seat."
I agree both of those situations
likely would start the acid pumps
working overtime. But I am not
sure how common they are,
Neither strikes me as a situation
most of us would encounter in
our daily lives.
As you might have gathered
from the examples cited above,
we are not talking about the type
of dyspepsia or gastritis caused.
by over-indulgence in food or
drink.

What we are talking about are
emotional upsets that somehow
trigger surplus secretions by the
gastric glands, even when the
stomach is not directly involved.
(Don't ask me why emotional
disturbances that occur in the
brain are symptomatically felt in
the belly instead of the head.
That's just the way the human
body operates.)
Undoubtedly you have heard
it said of some of your own acquaintances that although they
don't suffer from acid indigestion themselves, they are "carriers."
Even chance encounters with
certain carriers can create a
burning sensation in the solar
plexus, as the abdomen is called
at ringside. And the same is true
for some of the things Congress
does. Or doesn't do.
If ever I were to compile' a
"heartburn quotient" of the type
mentioned above, I would give
high marks to aggravations,
vexations and petty annoyances
of the type mentioned below:
300 Points - After at least a
IS-minute wait, you finally work

***
Okay, let's pull all these elf;!·
ments together and prepare an
actual speech, such as you might
give to a high school graduating
class;
"Members of the graduating
class of Our Lady of Extreme Discomfort High School: staring at
this water pitcher, I am reminded
of the humorous statement,
"Take my wife, please.''
(P;wse here for laughter, As
long a.s it takes.)
"But seriously. About the future. Looking overyoureager, intelligent, acne-ridden young
faces, I realize that although my
time on Earth is short, on
account of I drink a lot and never
get any exercise, your lives are
just beginning. You face a future

Monday through Friday every regular woek
of tho University year, weekly during closed

yourself to a position where you
are next in line to the cash regis·
ter at a supermarket checkout
counter. At that moment, the
assistant manager opens up a
new register and the last shopper to join your line after you
queued up with your cart peels
off first, thereby getting immediate attention from the cashier.
492 points - At exactly one- tenth of one second after a traffic
light changes from red to green,,
or before the human eye can register a color alteration, the car
behind you, which apparently is
equipped with electronic sensors that inst!lntly pick up spectral gradations, honks.
270 points - At any hour or
the day or night, you arrive at a
bus stop or subway platform
three to five seconds after the
vehicle you intended to board
pulls out.
96 points- Automatic clothes
driers that cause one or more
socks to change colors, thereby
guaranteeing at least one mismatched pair will emerge from
the weekly wash.
600 points-Any "lame duck"
session of Congress.

mer session, by the Boatd of StudOnt Publications of the University of New Mexfco,

Subscription rato is $10 per academic year.
Second class postage paid at Albuquerque,

Mexico 87131.
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candidatl' for the Parker Classic.
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This is the kind of speech the
graduates will still remember
years later, when you are re·
leased from the state mental in·
stitution. I'd love to hear Ronald
Reagan give it.

with aParl<er Classic

1

represent lh8 ViewS: of the members of thO
Daily Lobo staff.

***

Rll av.ocket

ALMOST AS.
EXCmNG AS THE BACK SEAT
OF A '55 CHEVY.

Buy
2
Get

and finals weeks and weekly during the sum~

filled with promise, a future of
!llabaster cities gleaming from
sea to shining sea, unless we
havf;!a nuclear war, in which case
the cities will be reduced to mol·
ten radioactive puddles of ala·
baster at over 6,000 degrees
farenheit. I am reminded of the
Bartlett's Familiar Quotation of
the ancient deao Chinese per•
son, Ku K'ai-Chih, who said, 'Of
all kinds of painting, figure paint·
ing is the most difficult; then
comes lartdscl;lpe painting, and
next, dogs and horses.' There is
little I can add to those words of
wisdom, except that insects are
also quite difficult, because they
have all those little legs and feelers. Thank you.

Vodka and
La Paz Margarita
Mix make a
great Russian
Margarita.

No. 72

Tho New MeXico Dsfly Lobo is published

New

graduation pointed out that "the
future lies ahead," which was a
tremendous relief for those of us
who thought it lay behind, or in
New Mexico.

Antacid point system listed
byDit:kWeat

Clarity central to philosophical writing

toes. Whimper occasionally. Engage in facial spasms. Pause for
30 or 40 seconds, right in the
middle of a sentence, to stare
with horror at the water pitcher.
Try to convey the impression
that at any moment you might
pull a revolver out of your clothing and start firing in random
directions. This will keep your
listeners' attention riveted on
you, while they try to figure out
how to .sneak out and summon
help.
3. Use a lot of quotations from
dead people. You can find these
in "Bartlett's Familiar Quotations," a book of quotations nobody is familiar with. For example, George Keith, who died in
1623, which is not a moment too
soon as far as I'm concerned, because he is quoted as having said
(look it up if you don't believe
me): Thai half said. Quhat say
thai.? Let thame say." This translates to: "They say. What say ,
they? Let them say," which is
easily one of the 10 silliest quotations ever invented. You should
definitely work it into your
speech. Try reeling it off when
you're staring at the water
pitcher.
SPECIAL TIP FOR GRADUATION SPEECHES: Mention the
future a lot. This is traditional.
The speaker at my high school
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Controversy surrounds
Senate assignments

Pratt says cutbacks hurting the state
By Gayle M. Krueger

NO EXCUSES!
Invest in your future
and make this an
enjoyable Christmas.

ASUNM Tutorial Service
will provide
FREE tutoring
to all students
regardless of course level!
For information call 277-4965.
Director: Harold Barnwell
M 10:30-12:30
T 3:00-5:30
w 11:00-3:30
TH 3:00-6:30
F 10:00-12:00

State Representative Judy Pratt,
who has been named Democratic
Party Chairperson for the 1983 state
legislative session, said this week
that federal funding cutbacks may
force the state to go into the red in
order to meet the need for human and
social services.
Pratt, re-elected in November to
the District 18 position, said the
legislature has closed with a surplus
of money every year since her election to the House in 1978.
"This year we're looking at no
surplus, and perhaps we'll go into
the hole trying to pick up the gap in
federal funding," Pratt said.
Pratt blames President Reagan's
"New Federalism" and a militaryheavy federal budget for the state's
predicament. She said the responsibility is being rapidly shifted to the
states to fund social services and
programs like Medicaid, food
stamps, welfare and transportation.
"We're getting the responsibility, but we're not getting the bucks.
The bucks are staying in the Pentagon, " she said.
Despite the $1.9 billion in federal
military spending allotted to the
state, Pratt pointed out, New Mexico ranks for 43rd in per capita income, and one out of seven people
are under the poverty line.
"A Trident submarine costs $1.5
billion; our whole state budget is

$1.2 billion. We could just not build
one Trident submarine and fund the
entire state of New Mexico," she
said.
The state legislature will have to
grapple with the issue of unemployment, Pratt said. New Mexico faces
the highest rate in its history - 10
percent. Pratt said the level is an
indicator of a depression economy.
"With a severe economic crisis,
the pressure is on government to put
the squeeze on people- the working people in particular - and to
tighten up where they can."
She said the Reagan administration reflects that process and pointed

Announcements in Lip Service will be ru.1 tile day
before the event and the day of the event on a space

to what she called "a tremendous
drive against civil liberties."
''The gains made through the 60s
are rapidly being reversed," she
said. "There is a general trend to
limit employment to a smaller and
smaller sector of society. This
means women are out and minorities
are out."
Pratt said a ''Right to Work" law,
which would limit labor union power, would probably be introduced in
the 1983 legislative session·, but had
no chance of passing.
Pratt said a Right to Work law
would "undermine our economy
and keep New Mexico poor."

can

J<:ansas State University, who will speak on
11 ReSearch Projects Related to Source Detec~ion and
Signal Enhancement" at l p.m. today in Tapy Hall,
room218,

Lu Campao11s and the Junior Honor Society will
have ~ party at 6:30 p.m. today at 234 Spruce NE,

The UNM Departmeal of Malhematlcs and
Stadsdcs will presem a colloquium featuring
Professor T. Y. Lam, from the University of
California at Berkeley, who will speak on 11 Composition of Sums of Squares Since Herwitz" at 3:30
p.m. todny in the Humani~es ~u,ilding, room 428.

(1Va/labf~

basis. Lip Sef1Jice Is avaNable to all UNM

non·profir organ/:atlons. Forms for Lip

Servi~e

be picked up in Marron Ha/1~ room 138 and must be
turned In by 2 p.m. the day prior fo publication,

Today's Events
corner of Spruce and TijertU.
The Deparlmenl of Elf':lrlcal and Computer
Engineering Colloquium will feature Nasir Ahmed,

from the Electrical Ena:ineeeri.ng Department at

By Cindy Schnedar
Controversy erupted at the first
meeting held by the newly composed Student Senate when
ASUNM Vice-President Dan Serrano presented his Senate committee
assignments for Senate approvaL
After over an hour of discussion,
the Senate approve.d the assignments
in a voice vote.
Senator Dan Ortiz questioned
whether Senano used personal feelings over considerations on who was
best qualified for the job.
Sevenll senators expressed dissatisfactions with the appointments
to the Finance committee, one of the
~more powerful committees.
LeDay said the finance committee
was requested by several retuming
senators, yet four of the seven members appointed to the committee
were newly elected senators. LeDay
also questioned Serrano's judgement in appointing John Sprague as
Finance Committee Chairman when
Sprague has not previously served
on that committee.
Senator Kim Rogers said the new
assignments were "75 percent a
farce," and she welcomed the new
senators to their "first Jesson in
ASUNM politics."

The Sanctuary Group, for alcoholics only, will
meet at noon today in the Ne'fman Center, 181.5 Las
Lomil.'i, NE, campus,
The Ntlhe American CbrifJdan Fellowablp will
present the Reach Out Singers and Orchestra today
from 10 to II a.m. in the SUB and from 7 to 8:30

SOLAS, Student Organization for Latin American
Subjects, will meet at l 1:30 <!.m. today In the Latin
American Institute, $01 Yale, NE, to hear a report on
Cuba. The meeting will adjourn early for those who
wish to attend a talk at the International Center by
Marcia de Almeida on "Women's Issues In Latin
America.''

continued from page 1
manifest only at the Gallagher concert - "a diagram of the building
signed by Bill Martin."
"Luckily, because all these organizations (performers and agents)
trust me, things haven't been worse
for every one,' • DeLeonardis said.
Martin said he was unable to present the artists' representatives with
a ticket manifest because he did not
receive one from the University
Printing Plant.
Montoya said the concert tickets
were not printed by a bonded ticket
printer as asked for in the Mangione
contract.
Gary Golden, assistant dean of
students, explained that being
bonded is like having ''theft insurance."
Jim Doolittle, production manager of the UNM Printing Plant, said
that while the plant is not bonded, it
is part of the university which is
bonded.
· Montoya said Big River Productions had wanted to use Giant Tick•
ets, but were told by Martin that he
would use the ticket printer of his
own choice.
"We have never had this trouble
with using th~ SUB (New Mexico
Union) box office," he said.
Montoya said the problem delves
deeper than a loss of tnoney.
"If we can't provide promoters
with accurate information, then we
lose our credibility with the agency.
When we can't account for 74 tickets something's wrong," he said.
"All of those things I was
accountable for, I had," h'< said.
"He (Martin) has to Jive up to the
rules of the contract just as we do."
Montoya said the inaccountability
of ticket sales also hurts the credibility Big River might have with its
booking agencie_s.
He said Big River and the uni- .
versity have had good business relationships for years. "Honestly, I
don't want to cause any bad feel·
ings, but Clarence and I have done
what's right, and we can prove it
every step of the way.
·
"We work very hard to bring entertainment to the students, and I
don't want to pressure that in any•
way. I still want to bring the students
Billy Squire in February," he said.

The Kh•a Club will meet at 7 p.m. today in the
Hokona Dorm Lounse. Included on the agenda will
be a presemation of by the Regional lndustrinl
Student Association, music by Celebration of the
Seasons, storylellers, food, and di!icussion of the ski
trip. All interested people, specifically National
American students, ure invited to attend.

Friday's Events
The UNM BaJiroom Dante Club will meet from
7:30 to 9:30p.m. Friday in the SUB, downstairs.

. }.
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Alpha Phi Omega invites all students to participate
In the annual Hanging of the Greens Christmas
Celebration at 6:30p.m. Friday jn the SUB. Activities
include luminariast caroling, hanging of the greens
and a nondenominational church service,
The Phllo5ophy Club will present Dr. William Boos
the Philosophy Department who will present a
paper titled 11 Skepllc Mode" at 3:30p.m. Friday In
the Philosophy: Library. Refreshments will precede
the presentation nt 3 p.m. in the Philosophy Lounge.

ot

Jnfoi'matlon on lhe 183 Frtncb Slimmer Scboolln
Taos will be available at 3 p.m. Friday in Ortega,
room 107.
Lu Campanu will meet .Frido.y ·ta set up
luminarias. Sand movers will meet in the Honors
Center at 11 a.m., will set them up nl Bandelier Hall
at noon and wlllllght thetn after dark, approximately

S:JO p.m.

A Cbemh:a1 and Nuclear Engineering Seminar will
present Dr. Harold M1 Anderson, of the Chemical
and NuclearEngin_eering Department. who will speak
on "Modeling Radionuclfde Migration in the Backfill
Barrier Component Of the Nuclear Waste Isolation
Syslelil" at 3 p.m. Friday in the Farris Engineering
Center, room 3SS. Refreshments will be served at2:30
o.m.
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Hokona Zuni Dormitory female
residents went without heat for
approximately three days after the
heater was shut down to clean a
dirty convertor, accgrding to Pete
Padilla, supervisor of plumbing
and steamfitting for UNM Physical
Plant.
Repairs were expected to be
completed by 11 p.m. Wednesday,
Padilla said.
Although the heating convertor
is supposed to be cleaned every
three years, he said, it hasn't been
cleaned in six years.
Padilla, recently transferred into
plumbing and steamfitting, said he
had no idea why the convertor was
not cleaned regularly.
The hot-water heating system
was tumed off Monday to clean out
mineral deposits clogging coils in
the convertor, said John Burrows,
Housing Services manager. Water
is heated as it passes through the
coils, and mineral deposits clogged
up all but 15 of the 190 copper
coils. The heating converter was
removed and cleaned in an acid
bath, Burrows explained.
While Housing Services received no notice ofHokona's heating problem until Friday, freshman
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Senator Pete Shams-Avari, who
voted for Ortiz, said after the meeting, "Everyone who was perceived
as a potential threat to the ASUNM
power structure was relegated to
PAC (the Presidential Appointment's Committee).'' Avari said the
power structure is headed by
ASUNM .President Michael Gallegos, Serrano and Campos.
PAC makes recommendations to
the Senate on the ASUNM President's nominations for executive
committee positions. Avari, who
was appointed to PAC last night,
said the committee is ''relatively unimportant" since most major executive appointments are made in the
fall."
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"I appointed what I felt were the
best people for ,the job, •' Serrano
said, adding that all the committee
assignments take responsibility and
need good ~ople.
The Senate also voted ten to seven
to elect Senator Jose Campos over
Ortiz as President Pro Tern. Four of
the seven Senators in the coalition
that supported Ortiz spoke against
the new committee assignments.

By Ramona Nyc

Robyn Harris, said she complained
about the cold Tuesday, Nov. 23.
Harris said she notified Hokona' s
front desk about a bathroom window lodged open. Workmen said
they col!ld not fix the window, but
promised heat before Thanksgiving.
"I don't know if they tumed it
(the heat) on, but it was cold during
Thanksgiving," Harris said.
One Zuni resident, a UNM sophomore, said she had not noticed the
recent heating problems, because
her heater had l>een "busted" all
semester. UNM repairmen worked
on the heater, but only succeeded
leaking water on her floor, she
said.
"We're (she and her roommate)
just going to wait to put in a work
order during Christmas break, because the carpet will mildew,'' she
said.
Heating and cooling Hokona has
been an on-going problem, Burrows said. He explained that Ford
Utilities Center, which regulates
dormitory temperature control,
changes the settings twice yearly·- from air conditioning to
heating in the fall, and the opposite
in the spring.
Bob Schulte, Housing and Food
Services director, said he expects a
"rocky road" ahead after the heat-

ing convertor is re-ins(4llcd. Because water must be purnped back
into the building, Schulte said air
pockets will cause temperature
variations in different rooms.
Burrows said year-round
temperature problems are caused
by the one-pipe heating system, an
old unit needing modernization.
The heating system and Hokona
Hall are 26 years old. Burrows said
even though the one-pipe system
creates air pockets, the heater conserves energy.
''It saves for the student going
into the classroom, but resident
students pay the price for energy
conservation," Burrows said, explaining that because dormitory
students live on campus, they feel
the effects of the temperature system 24-hours a day.
Larry Schuster, UNM Energy
Conservation engineer, said a onepipe system is more susceptible to
air pocket problems than other systems because of the radiators built
into the system,
Burrows said no refunds will be
made to Zuni residents requesting
them, because a good faith effort
was involved in providing heating.
One hundred seventy-nine army
blankets were also provided at the
front desk for Zuni residents during
the heat failure.

PEC---

p.m. In the Ioternational Center, 1808 Las Lomns
NE. Everyone welcome,

'

Serrano said calling the assignments a farce was "an example of
crap," and criticized some of the
senators for not being positive.

Life's been. cold lately for Zuni
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leon Harms Youth Hall
(enter gate # 5 on San Pedro)

FREE ADMISSION
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ASUNM Film Committee presents

THE
BUDDY HOllY

Arts

Arts

Students honor Stravinsky

lonesco's abstract themes
defeated by lack of nuance

Thursday and Friday
Showtimes: 7:00, 9:30

By Ann Ryan
Eugene Ionesco's plays have always been a challenge to those who
stage them, "The Killer," which
will have the final half of its run this
weekend at Rodey Theater, is no
exception. It deals with a abstract
theme, fear and death within an
apparent utopia, in a very broad
way. It uses an Everyman character,
Berenger, as its foil.
Director Denise Schulz has
mounted a lavish production; often
Ionesco is produced in a spare and
surreal fashion, but the vivid sets,
evocative music and imaginative

theater
review
George Gorospe

SUB Theatre/SUB Lower Level/South Entrance
Undergraduates $2.00 All others $2.50

Albuquerque Children's Theater
RETURNED UY
I'OI'ULAR DEMAND
If you saw it once~
you 'II want to see it
aguin. If you haven't
seen it, - cu"'c see
what you mis..."ied.

lighting give the audience a grounding in a familiar reality that is a welcome balance to Ionesco's script.
Scenic designer Roy Hoglund and
lighting and sound designer John
Malolepsy have both done a stylish
and professional job.
The soul of a play, however, is the
interpretation by the actors of the
playwright's script, and in this production, sometimes the actors clo
well and sometimes they fail.
Charles Glover as Berenger must
carry the play through. He is an everyday sort who at the beginning of
the play longs for the seeming delight of life in "The Radiant City,"
an almost dreamlike housing pro-

UNM CONTEMPORARY CHAMBER ENSEMBLE tunes up for its Sunday night concert that
will celebrate Stravinsky's mlsic and birthday.

Musie by Michael Jones

Alhuqur-rque Clultlr~,•n\ I hciJlrl.!" ,., prmul to prcSl~ltl the deflilltt.•Jy 1.liffcrent vcrston or CINDL!RELLA. To the standard
11 hJs olt.J..Ied llymg ftHJimcu. pu!'·thruVw-mg Kwg... till Ul'<t!athlc wall. the possibility of gl1os1s~ cooktc·stealing cats,
'\llt~m~ ~all.llll"', J IJJ~ i.Jan~m~ hun gmlnmtlua, onHJ <t s.huc-lr) lll[!.•tm scene to cm.l i.ill shoc·trying.on scenes. Plus a .cast
ul f;~vumc ;~c,;tor'i hum CIJ\">1<.: lhcattc C't>mpJny. Albuquerqw..• l"1v1c Light Opera~ and the ACT regulars. mcluding the
~~~~~\lbuqucrqu~ t'luldtcn's Thcattc lbllct Cwnpauy. Oeflnncly a ·-,how for the whole family. Uet your licl<ets early.
~wiy.

TICKETS IN ADVANCE-$2.50
($2.00 for groups of 10 or more.)
All Tickets $3.00 DAY OF PERFORMANCE
Tickets at Popejoy HaD Box Office· 277-3121
and All Ticket Master Outlets
For further infonnation, call A.C.T. at 888-3644

In celebration of Igor Stravinsky's IOOth birthday, the UNM Contemporary Chamber Ensemble will
present an all Stravinksy program at
8:15 on Sunday in Keller Hall. The
program is part of a music class cen~
tered around Stravinsky and the concert is their final project.
The concert is made up of music
from throughout Stravinksy's
career, ranging from three 1919
clarinet pieces to "A Fanfare for a
New Theatre'' which was composed
in 1964.
"This is a comprehensive overview of the chamber music that Stravinsky wrote during his career,"
said the ensemble's director, Karl
Hinterbichler..
Hinterbichler said that the music
department chose Stravinsky because of his birthday and because he
had written some wonderful chamber music.
''The two just seem to fit
tqgether. It's a perfect combination," he said.
The evening's program includes

"The Octet for Wind Instruments,''
which is a toike-off on a Hayden and
Mozart symphony and some of the
more complex works such as the
"Septet" and "The Fanfare."
"There's something in there for
everyone,'' said Hinterbichler, "because Stravinsky went through so
many stylistic changes during his
lifetime."
Julie Ercole a junior clarinetist
and accounting major will open the
show with three pieces for the solo
clarinet. These are some of the earliest pieces Stravinsky wrote, Hinterbichler said, and they are difficult
to play.
"This is really unusual," said
Hinterbilcher, "she's one of the best
musicians on campus and she's not
even a music major."
The ensemble is made up of both
graduate and undergraduate students
who were required to audition before they were admitted to the class.

Arts .fair begins
ASUNM will be holding its
annual Christmas Arts and Crafts
Fair on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday.
The fair will take place in the SUB
on UNM's campus. Doors will be
open to the public from 10 a.m. to 8
p.m. Admission is free.
Approximately 150 New Mexican artists (half of them UNM students) will be st:lling their wares,
wbich include examples of batik,
jewelry.
UNCONTESTED
DIVORCE: $75
(0URT (OST ADOITI,PNAl
NO CHARGE OR OBliGATION
FOR INITIAL CONSULTATION
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Attention Health Profession Majors

ject, a longing that is killed by the
reality of a murderer on the loose.
Glover starts strongly with a rhapsodic description of the beauties of
the radiant city. He well conveys the
wonder and joy a man who is used to
the drab and dingy realities of urban
life might feel as he enters such a
place.
Joseph Zavadil as the whitesuited architect who interrupts Berenger's tour of the city with frequent telephone calls (the phone resides in his back pocket) is stiff and
forced at first but recovers nicely to
provide a pragmatic counterpoint to
Glover's Emersonian speeches.
Glover also ends strongly in his
speech to the killer, an eerie scene.
He is well-supported by Susan Lunt
as the killer.
But how did he move from rapture
to terror? This question is not
answered satisfactorily. The play
moves at a good pace, but the middle
of it, the part that leads Berenger to a
darkened alley with two guns in his
hands, is somehow empty.
A notable exception to this emptiness is the political rally scene with
Mother Peep, a particularly ruthless
leader who hides her ruthlessness
behind a smile and a cheery Voice.
Mother Peep is well-played by Rexann Erickson.
Glover, like the majority of the
cast, moves with a self-assured professionalism and nary a false move,
but seems to have no grasp of the
sense of irony that is inherent in
Ionesco's language.
Unfortunately, this irony, and the
feeling for nuance that is necessary
to convey it, are missing in Glover's

Children's bookfair opens
Lois Duncan, David Fleishman
and Jack Prelutsky, all authors of
children's books, will be on hand to
autograph copies of their works during the Children '.s Book Fair to be
held from noon to 4 p.m. this Friday
at the UNM Bookstore.
They will join an assortment of
local magicians, jugglers, puppeteers and a strolling minstrel, who
will provide entertainment during
the event for which Prelutsky will
serve as master of ceremoqies.
The fair is being sponsored by the
Friends of the UNM Libraries in
cooperation with. the UNM Bookstore. Proceeds from the fair will be

The Navy is seeking applicants for positions in
the following:

performance and from the play in
general; the black and the white are
there. The gray is what is missing.
This is a production th;~t is fine to
watch for an appreciation of its technical successes; yet it Jacks a soul.
Anyone who enjoys Ionesco's
work, or is curious about ''theater of
the absurd," might well enjoy the
production, but don't expect to be
moved.
Gussie-Allen Jones as Dany, the
object of Berenger's affection who
is killed, deserves mention for the
subtlety of her performance.

Five UNM music faculty mem- music faculty artists. Tickets are $2
bers and one guest artist will per- for general admission; $1.50 for
form in the 20th Century Music senior citizens, and UNM faculty
Program, which will include a mul- and staff; and 50 cents for students.
ti•media presentation at 8:15 p.m. For ticket information, contact
on Tuesday, in Keller Hall at UNM's Fine Arts Box Office at 277UNM's Fine Arts Center.
4402.
Albuquerque composer and pianist Jeffrey Wood is the guest artist.
Faculty members are Floyd Williams, clarinet; Karl Hinterbickler,
Head of casting for the New York
trombone; Christopher Shultis, percussion; Daniel Gwin, double bass Communications Group, Rosemarie
and cello; and Kristin Thelander, . Tischler, will be at UNM's Ex·
perimental Theater at 3 p.m. today
hotn.
The multi-media presentation will to talk about the New York theater.
include slides to "Pagan Moon," a experience.
Tischler was casting director for
piece written by Albuquerque com"The Pirates of Penzant " and the
poser John Mitchell.
Other program selections arc New York Shakespeare Festival,
"Illegible Cannons," by William and has conducted workshops at
Bergsma; "Swinging Music," a · Boston University, Southern
piece featuring jazz rhythms, by Methodist University and The UniKazmierz Serocki; ''Improvisa- veristy of Washington. She was the
tion," by Charles Eakin; "Suite 1979 winner of the Villager, an
Sixteenths, o; a cakewalk by William award given by that newspaper to
Allbright; and "Waves," by Toru commend a consistently high level
of casting.
Takemitsu.
Tischler is being brought to UNM
The program is part of UNM's
Keller Hall Series, a series of cham- by a partial grant from Trans World
ber music and solo performances by Airlines.

Central at Yale

PUZZLED?
Residence Halls are the answer.

We want to be central in your
solution. Space is available for
Spring Semester. Contact
HOUSING RESERVATIONS •
201 LA. POSADA • 277-2606.

---Residence. Halls--

St. Pauli Beer
& a PASTRAMI PUB
sandwich
ONLY $1.99
a $3.00 value

Oller
good
thru

Sunday

·\.~/ mu1t_ba 21
~

orolder

VIDEO GAMES 2 for 2s,

*

Medical Service Corps Health care Administration
Industrial Hygiene
Business Administration

*

Nurse Corps - BSN

Join a very special team who enjoy a career with
fine opportunities for growth and development.
Full range of duty·assignments. Overseas travel.
Sp<;>cia,lties such as operating room management,
anesthesiology, family practice, pediatrics and
gynecology. Continued education and specialization
opportunities. UJ? to $31,500 in· 4 year~>.
Excellent benefits. 30-dyas paid vacation
annually. For more information call 766-3895,

We made a special purchase of selected items made available from manufacturer at closeout
prices. All items are top quality and carry an unconditional warranty against defects in workman·
ship and materials.

CAMP 7 C7. Handomely styled with dacron/cotton poplin
outershell. Insulated with prime goose down with knit cuffs
and knit waistband.
Regular $100.00 SALE $65.00
SHEPHERD JERSEY from ROBBINS ..This durable sweater
was originally made for sheepherders of New Zealand. Thanks
to a composition of70% wool and 30% acrylic it is very tough,
practical and is machine washable.
·
Regular $48.50 SALE $29.00
.
CAMP 7 North Col. This is one of the classic ba~kpacking/mmintaineering
sleeping bags of all time. Solidly constructed and filled with prime goose down.
.
This bag weighs only 31bs., 4oz. yet is warm to -l0°F.
Regular $275.00 SALE $235.00

~

ROBBINS WOOL SHIRT. This high quality plaid shirt is
constructed of 85/15 wool/nylon blend for strength and economy. Machine washable with elbow patches.
Regular $29.50 SALE $19.95

Top caster talks

HARRY'S PLACE

Medical School Scholarships Pre-Med Seniors Only

CLOSEOUT SALE

used by the Friends to support
purchases and services at the UNM
libraries, said Jerry Wise, executive
director of the Friends.
Some 5,000 titles for children, including paperbacks and hardbacks
in all price ranges, will be available,
said Patricia Nelson, the bookstore's
trade book buyer.
The fair is also an opportunity for
adults to do their Christmas shopping, she said.
Admission to the fair is free, and
free parking will be available on all
UNM lots.
For more information, contact the
UNM Bookstore or Wise in UNM's
Zimmerman Library.

Faculty plays at Keller

*

SUMMIT DESIGNS WILLOW. This is our best selling
sleeping bag. Four IOoz .. layers of edge-stabilized Hollofilii
provide three season comfort to 20°F. Some cosmetic seconds.
Regular $85.00 SALE $68.00

XC Ski Packages
Starting at $105.00

r--1=.1TBE
WILDERNESS
CENTRE

NEW MEXICO'S COMPLETE
BACKPACKING/MOUNTAINEERING SHOP

•

•

2421 San Pedro NE • 884-5113
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Well Woman Clinic
Annual Exams, Family Planning. Pap
Smears. YD Screening, Referrals

Call For Appointment:

265-9511
Terrific Stocking Stutter for Success

SPEED
READIHG
GIVES YOU WHAT
A CLOCK CAN'T

MORE

AVAILABLE TIMEI

• Can Increase reading speed 2·7 times
according to difficulty of materials.
• Relaln and recall more of what you've read.
• New Improved Speed Reading course designed tor
today's students, professionals and business persons.

Sports

Sports

Abortion & Pregnancy Testing Clinic's

SPEND
TIME
TO SAVE
TIME I

CIJI DIJS, EVIftlrtll orWitktndl

lor Details

12.7 Jefferson N.E.
265-2524

USC star to miss Lobo tilt

Lobo drubbing of Cowboys ...

The University of New Mexico
USC didn't seem to miss Johnson
men's basketball team will face their very much on Tuesday night when
first real test of the young season they defeated Santa Clara 79-68.
when they face the University of
Southern California tonight in Uni- The Trojans used freshman Gerry
Wright, who scored six points, grab·
versity Arena.
The Trojans, 1-l this year, will be bed 14 rebounds and blocked eight
without the services of post man Ken shots, and 6.. 10 Clayton Olivier in
Johnson, who led the PAC-10 con- Johnson's place. Olivier, who
ference in blocked shots last year scored eight points Tuesday, 6-8
and had nine rebounds in USC's sea- Wayne Carlander and 6-5 James
son-opening 7Z-5l loss at Oral McDonaltJ comprise USC's tall
front line that could give the Lobos
Roberts.
"Ken and I met and had a long trouble.
and very open conversation," said
The Trojans feature a balanced
USC coach Stan Morrison on Mon- scoring attack, with four of the five
day. "He is troubled and the prob- starters averaging better than double
lems are personal. I want Ken to figures. Senior point guard Jacque
have the opportunity away from bas- Hill (11.5 points per game) and wing
ketball to fully evaluate his situation
without being under any more
pressure."
Morrison added that Johnson is
still a member of the team and that he
would meet with the 6-9 sophomore
ag11in after the Trojans complete
their current road trip, which includes a game with Wyoming on
Saturday.

By George P. Chavez

Cedric Bailey 0 1.0) round out the
starting five.
New Mexico is expected to coun·
ter with the same five starters that
have carried them to a 2-0 start Phil Smith, Don Brkovich, Tim
Garrett, Michael Johnson a11d
George Scott. The Lobos are looking to avenge an 80-71 to Southern
California last year.
Pack Extras: The Lobos got
some bad news Tuesday when Nelson Franse came to the Southern
Colorado game with his left hand in
a cast, Franse broke a finger in practice last week and had two pins inserted. The transfer from Texas
Tech is expected to be sidelined for
six to eight weeks.

The Lobo wrestling team had an
easy time ofitinadual meet held last
night at Johnson Gym, defeating the
University of New Mexico Highland
Cowboys 51-3.
The Lobo matmen led the Cowboys 30-0 without one match having
been wrestled. The lead came by
virtue of five Cowboy forfeits.
Lobo Chris Luttrell scored the
first six points for UNM when
UNMH forfeited at 118 pounds.
Ralph Harrison, ranked 20th in the
nation at I Z6 pounds scored his sixth
fall of the season as a Lobo by pinning Auggie Tarin at 1:15 of the
third round. At 134 pounds Scott
Rardin wrestled like an NFL linebacker to notch six more Lobo
points as he '!stuck" Mike Leyba
with nine seconds left in the first
period.
Lobos Tony Tracey and John
Schaumberg won two of the remaining three matches. Tracey, wrestling
at 14Z pounds, decisioned .Uennis

~----------------------~
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... not much of a
Vegas tuneup
By Steve King
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GREAT SCOTT: George Scott makes a save during the south·
ern Colorado game. Scott and the rest of the Lobos will have
to stay on their toes tonight when they take on the USC
Trojans in the Pit.
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face CC in opener
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UNM PREMEDICAL

The UNM men's gymnastics
team is scheduled to open their season with a dual. meet Saturday in Fort
Worth, Texas, against Chicago Circle, UNM head coach Rusty Mitchell feels the outcome of this opener
has far reaching effects.
"The outcome of the meet will
have a bearing on the selection of
teams for the nationals (National
Collegiate Athletic Association
Championships) held at the end of
the year," Mitchell said. "The win
is important because Chicago Circle
is a very strong team. Ifwecancome
in and knock 'em off, it will help us
at the time of selections. "
Mitchell said the meet will be a
tough one even though he feels this
year's men's squad is stronger than
Lobo teams in the past.
''Although people may not know
much about them, they will be very
tough for us to beat," he said.
"They have .been in the national
meet three of the last four years, and
are one of the top teams in the
mideast. ''
The Lobo gymnasts usually open
. t,he sea~01~. ~.i\h an open !Jieet,
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Mitchell said, but the importance of
a victory against Chicago Circle in a
dual meet was an opportunity he
couldn't refuse.
In dual meets only nine participants are allowed to compete from
each school. Matt Arnot (allamund), Neil Marrion (all-around),
Steve Hill (pommel horse), Louis
Kohli (all-around), Mike Schmitt
(all-around), Craig Kromi (pommel
horse, p.arallel bars), and Mike
Wright (all-around) are all going to
Fort Worth. Jim Griego (all around)
and Blake Hughes (all-around) are
nursing injuries and. if they are unable to go Peter Ruffu (all-around)
and Scott Herold (rings) will fill in
for them.
Mitchell feels that Arnot has an
outside chance of making the 1984
United States gymnastics team that
will represent the USA in the Olympic team. "Matt is very strong in all
areas," Mitchell reflects. "He has a
strong chance of being on the Olympic team in 1984.'' Arnot hails from
Albuquerque's Hihghland High
School.
''We hope for a strong win to kick
off a hopefully successful season,"
said an optimistic Mitchell .

The Lobo wrestling team had a
meet last night with New Mexico
Highlands, but there was one problem - Highlands only brought five
wrestlers, meaning they had to forfeit four matches.
UNM won 51-3, and even if the
Cowboys had pinned a Lobo in all
five contested matches, the Lobos
would have still come away with a
tie;··It" really couldn't have< been·=•
much of a tune-up for the Caesar's
Palace tournament in Las Vegas,
Nev. this weekend.
Kevin Jackson, who is ranked
15th in the nation at 190 pounds,
looked good against teammate
Spencer Mello in an exhibition as
did 134 pounder Scott Rardin, who
disposed of his man in the first
period. Ralph Harrison, who is also
nationally ranked, advanced his .record to 9-3 with a third period pin.
Lobo co-captain Tony Tracey still
looked a little sluggish despite winning at 142 pounds. The only bright
spot for the Cowboys was a win by
John Romero over Kim Merewether
in the 150 pound class.
Merewether is not making the trip
to Las Vegas because of his school
work. He is carrying a 4.0 grade
point average in Chemical Engineering and can't afford to miss any work
time. "He's just not wrestling very
well," Dotson noted, "but, I know
the reason why."
The Lobos leave tommorrow
morning for Vegas and Dotson must
be hoping that the fiasco last night
doesn't affect his team's performance. The Cowboys were nothing
more than a good way fQr Dotson to
get his wrestlers to keep their
weights down.

.; ~lJFMiiN-.r.

•

w•~,,. ·~
ARMY·NAVY GOODS
504 VALE SE

265·77n

Romero 8-2 after leading in the
match the whole way. He narrowly
missed pinning his opponent at least
twice.
Schaumberg Jed hi~ 150 pound
match 11-2 after the first period. He
displayed more of his talents to Derrick Stenson by pasting the Cowboy's shoulders to the m<!t with :46
remaining in the second round.
With the score 27-0 Lobo Kim
Merewether came up short as he lost
to NMHU's John Romero 5-0.
Romero scored a two-point takedown in the first period and a two
point reversal in the third. One point
was awarded Rcmero for riding time
because he controlled most of the

action in the match.
Head coach Bill Dotson said he
was pleased with the Lobo performance for this in-state rivalry,
"I think we showed better intensity tonight, I saw a lot of good
things," Dotson said. ''Our kids
were fighting out there.''
Dotson said last night's meet will
help his wrestlers stay in shape and
keep their weight down. The Lobos
travel to Las Vegas for double-dual
meets against California State University-Fullerton and the University
of Minnesota. The Lobo matmen
will also compete in the Caesar's
Palace Wrestling Tournament this
weekend.

277-6565

~ESSIONS CWB

~~!

S.U.B. 24·0

presents

Lloyd Kreitzar, D.C.
on the relationships between
medicine and holistic health practice.
Also back by popular demand;

Inversion Therapy
(Come Hang Around)

Thursday, Dec. 2, 7pm
Education Bl_dg. 101
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NOTICE
There are only 3 more
issues of the

Daily Lobo

ONE DR $230. Studio $200 furnished and utilities
paid. 1218 Copper NE. Three blocks to UNM. 842· ,
6170.
12/13
TIIREF; BEDROOM, v, ~om campus.
Available Jan. I. 898·0921.
12/13
THE CITADEI,-SUPERB iocatipn near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efli:iency, $250 to $320. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1~20 UniversitY NE. 243-2494. tfn
SPECIAL STUDENT APARTMENT. Furnished
efficiencies, n walk: from UNM, $179/mo, .free heat.
Cali 242-2551 or294·4404. 1710 Coal Pl. SE. 01/10
ALL BILLS PAID. Two bedroom near UNM $250,
262· I 7S1, Guaranteed Rentals, I 00s more.
12/13
FOR RENT; EFfiCIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, SI2S security deposit. Fully
furnished·security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6;00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
STUDENT SPECIAL! SSil Three room home. 2621751, Guaranteed Rentals. Open 7 days.
12/13
HOUSE: THREE DR, two bath. 313 Harvard SE,
12/3
$425/mo. Call Chuck Bambach 881-9700.

this semester.
• Friday~ Dec. 3
5. ForSale
• Wednesday, Dec. 8
• &Monday, Dec. 13
Remember the Yule Log!
Students' Christmas messages for
only 10 cents per word per day!
sna~ks,

1. Personals
flOW MANY "RINGERS" cnn ASUNM find for
Sunday'~ hoop contest?
1213
MAI(K R., DUENA sucrte con su exnmens. Feliz
Navldnd!.
1212
GET INFORMATION ON the '83 session of the
l·reuch Summer School in Taos, dates. scholarships,
et~. Friday 3 p.m., Room 107 Ortega. Everyone
wekomc.
1213
KENT, YOU HAVEN'T come by to see us. We miss
you. The Staff.
17./2
CJIILJ)R.:N'S IIOOK t'AIR Saturday, Dee. 4, from
12 noon to 4 p.m. nt UNM Bookstore. Magic,
puppets, juggling, minstcls. Admission free, benefit
for hicnds of the UNM Librnries.
1213
ONJ.Y TIIRf:E ISSUES of the Daily Lobo nrc left
thi~ semester. Oct your message to whom It may
concern before it's too late. And remember, special
swclmt rate of 10 cents per word per day for personal
Christmas messages in the Yule Log section.
12/2
QlliERES APR.:NDER "VERnADER" Espanol?
Nntlvo de Espana. Llama me. 266-2264.
12/13
THE MIX•:o BAG! Have you tasted our colossal
natural pistachios and whole jumbo cashews? The
largest and best in town! 121 Yale SE, v, blk so. of
Central.
12/3
NAVAJO SPEAKING STUDENT needed for brief
12/13
interview. $5. Contact Phil at842-6519.
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Fast,
inexpensive, pleasing. Lowut prices in town! Two for
$5, Four for $7, Near UNM. Come to 123 Wellesley
S.E., Corner Silver, or cail265-l32J.
tfn
ACCURATE INfORMATION ABOUT con·
trnception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
CONTACTS·POJ.ISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
PREGNANCY TF.STING & counseling, Phone 247981~
tfu
DEGREE IN BIOLOGY? Pee.ce Corps wllltrain you
in forestry, fisheries or science tenchlng. Call 2772961.
1213
DIG DECEMBER SALE. Calendars, new books,
Folkwear patterns, cl()thes, variety of gift Items. All·
IQ..251\'o off through December. The Bookcase, 109
MesaSE,247·3102. Tues-Snt 11-S.
12113
SPEEDREAIHNG
COURSE- THE
Ideal
C'hri<tmas gift for success. Starts Jnn. 19. Stanley
Kaphin Center, 265·2524.
12/13
Wt: GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65.00), Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Mcnaut N.E., across from LaBelles.
tfn
GURJ))Eft'·OUSPENSKY STUDY group accepting
12113
students. 281·2401.

2. Lost & Found
LOST: SIMPSON MOTORCYCLE helmet. Silver
with black stripes. If found, pleasecaii26S-1091.
12/13
LOST: WOMAN'S PRESCRIPTION glasses. GV
light frames, tan foldovcr case. If found, please call
211-4661.
12/2
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollet
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily.
tfn

3. Services

planned activities, University area. 265-2745
or243·6576.
12/2
24110UR TYPING service. 881·0628.
02/1
ACULEX WORJ) PROCESSING: Theses, disser·
tat ions, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831·318 I.
12113
t'ULL SERVICt: TYPING. In by 9 a.m., out by S
p.m. or overnight. Correcting Selectric. 268·0657.
12113
LADY 01 TYI'1NG Service. 881·3542.
12/13
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC's Guitar Center, 143 Harvard SE.
265·3315.
tfn
I'IANO LESSONS. m:GREED, experienced,
patient. 26(;.6212.
12113
24 HOUR TYPING service near UNM. Call 247·
3519.
12113
A· I TYPIST, TERM papers, resumes. 299·8970,
12/13
TYPING. MEDICAL/SCIENTIFIC terminology.
Papers, lab reports, etc. After 6 p.m. 821-4378. 12/13
TYPING WITH ELECTWCJTY and style. Call Jim
between 6 p.m. and8 a.m. 873·2257.
12/13
QUALITY TYPING. LOMAS-Tramway area. 85
centsfpage, 299·1355,
12/13
ACCURATE, PROFESSIONAL TYPING and other
secretarial services. Call THE OTHER OFFICE: 8846564.
12113
REASONABLE/PROfESSIONAL TYPING.
Manuscripts, dissertations, thesis. IBM Selectric Ill.
299·6256or299·2676.
12113
TYPING 51/page, 293·4892.
12113
TYPING, IBM SELECTWC, 888-3439,
12/3

4. Housing
VISITING PROFESSOR SEEKS house to sit, Dec,
21 to Jan. 10. 836·0738,
12/13
TAOS SKI RENTAL: Two bedroom house, fur•
nlshed kitchen. $250 wk. (50S) 1584584.
12113
SEARCHING FOR HOUSING? Residence halls are
your answer for maximum convenience to campus
comfort and economy In housing and food service.
Space Is available for Spring semester, but apply
early! Inquire, La Posada201, weekdays 94. Or call
277·2606
0! /21
BUY, DON'T RENT! Three bedroom house plus apt.
Three blocks from University. Approx. $3,000 down
with FHA Loan. 293·6458.
12/13
5135 THREE BEDROOM home, reduced rent, 262·
1751, Guaranteed Rentals.
12/13
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share three
bedroom house. Clean and neat, non·sinoker. lly
Tramway and l-40. 5125 per month plus 1-1: utilities.
298-9242.
12/8
\1 BLOCK FROM campus, one bedroom, furnished.
Available 1i/l6. 898-0921.
12/13
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. References
required, deposit, $200 monthly, split utilities. 242·
6660 evenings.
12/13
SHARE HOUSE. MATURE male student to share
nice house nearby, No smoking, utilities, w/d, etc,
Furnishcd,SI7S plus.DD. 268-6617.
12/3
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share four-bedroom
house with fireplace, washer/dryer. Across from
Altura Park. $142 per month plus utilities. Caii2S6,
3784.
12/3
A BLOCK TO UNM and nearTV1, Deluxe I br S2SO.
2 br $310, includes utilities, 141 Columbia SE. 268·
0525.
12113

ANOTHER DIVORCE AND Personal Growth
Seminar begins Jan. II for ten Tuesdays 7:30-9:30
p.m. Cost: S8~. Call Bobbie Brown, Ph.D, 883·0121
or Walter Poll, MA, 266-3421.
12/13
SIIIPPING CHRISTMAS PREStNTS. Call Bekins
Moving and Storage 881·2666. Complete packing for
UPS Services. For more details, call today.
12/13
YOU SLEEP, WE type. IBM Selectric II. Overnite
service, Kinko's Ct>ples. 25.5·9673.
12/13
TYPIST. ON CAMPUS. Sense t>f humor. Some
genius. 242-3093,
01/31
VICTORIA'S WORD SMITHY: Word processing,
typing. Call Vickie anytime li21-4812.
12/13
OVERWEIGHT? NEED 35 overweight people for an
all natural weight control program. Call now. 255·
9866.
12/8
LICENSED LOVING Cllli.D care, H\lt lunches,

STOP SMOKING!
Without climbing the walls
We break life-long
addictions
IN JUST 5 DAYS
Call' the LAST MATCH
26&-7086
Money·Back Guarantee!

HARRY'S PLACE
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2 Slices of Choese Pizza
& A Large Soft Drink

$1.65
127 Harvard SE
wllh-.ilntodly
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Central at Yale
FEATURING'

The
HARRY'S TORTILLA
Pastrami or Roast Beef
Swiss or American Cheese
with green chill
on a Flour Tortilla

$~.59
VIDEO GAMES 2 for 25e

ATIENTION NURSING-MEDICAL students:
Swift SRL microscope for sale. Excellent condition.
242-4561.
12/3
GITZO TRIPOD FOR view caf)lera. Excellent
12/3
condition, 247-9031.
IBM EXF,CUTIVE TYPEWRITER, good condition,
$195.242-0215.
12/8
YF.SIIT'S HERE! The Men ofUNM and the Women
of UNM 1983 calendars are on sale at bookstores and
newsstands everywhere! The perfect gift for friends
and family!.
01110
t'IREWOODI PINON, PINE, cedar, Cut, split and
delivered, $75. Call Tom 884-9180,
12/3
NEWTONIAN REfLECTOR TELESCOPE: Eight
inch Pyrex mirror, German equatorial mount,
assorted eyepieces. Call881·3067 for more details,
12/13
NEW- SONY WALKMAN Ill $90. Vasque X·
country ski boots, men's size 10, S4S, 242·1449. 12113
SKIS, ATOMIC WORLD Cup Hu ISS em. Never
drilled, still in wrappers $7.80, New sacrifice for $150.
Matt ~68-6549.
12113
MOPEI) 5300. GUITAR $$0. 210 Cornell, apt, 6.
Near Post Office.
1213
1974 VEGA 4-speed, new sinner, siX radials, good
condition.26S-3825.
12/2
POSTERS, RECORDINGS, CARnS, gifts, books.
10-SO'I'o off through 12119/82. Rainbow Place, 555
Wyoming NE, 255-5222. Open weekends,
12/3
NEW MEXICO ART Supply Christmas Sale, 20SO'I'o discounts on Cine and commercial art materials.
Tables, easels, painting sets, technical pens, portfolios, silkscreen sets and much more. Oift cer·
tlflcates available. Open Mon-Sat, 9-5:30. 2510
Central SE, across from UNM.
12/13
1981 YAMAHA 650 Special 11. 3500 miles, serviced,
$1500. 243·6327.
1212
1977 FORD MAVERICK, 4·dr, good condition, air
conditioning, radio, radial tires, S32SO. Caii2SS-6959
m~~L

openings. OM production specialist, one
writing/research specialist, 20 hours per week
beginning spring semester. Contact Wanda Lippert,
243-4411ext.471.
12113
EARN 5155.80 WEEKLY wor!dng at )lome part or
full time. Experience unnecessary. for details an<\
application, mall self-addressed, stamped envelope
to: M.D.Q., Box 157, Santa Cruz, New Mexico
81561.
12/2
CARPET CLEANER, NO experience n.;,ded. Big
muncy. 262-1751, Guaranteed Jobs.
12113
AVAILABLE JOBS! CALL the experts at262;)751,
Guaranteed jobs,
12/13

7. Travel
WOES TO CHICAGO for Christmas. Leaving ll/13
afternoon, return IllS. Ron 255-3392 or 277·5736,
01/10
WANTED: RIDE TO NEVADA, preferably Reno
12/18. Share driving, expenses. Leandra 277-3068.
12/13
WANTED: COUPLJ!; NEED ride to south Florida
for Christmas break. Will share driving/expenses,
·
12/13
Jack, Terry 345-4052.
A.DVERTISE YOUR TWP, adventure or ride needs
in the Dally Lobo.
tfn

18.

UNM ~UB RECREATION Tournament.. SUB
Games Area, Friday, Dec. 3, 6:30 p.m. unttl com•
pletion. Featuring men's and women's singles and
mixed-doubles billiards; plus men's singles and opendoubles table tennis. $3 • UNM students w/10, $S •
UNM doubles and general public. Lower level, New
Mexico Union.
12/3
CLUB? MEE'l'ING7 QRaANIZATION7 Advertise
in Las Noticias.
tfn

10. Yule Log
HAPPY HOLIDAYS, DEBBIE and Charlotte, my
favorite Chern. Ill buddies. Dave,
12/2
LUM1NARIAS LIGHT UP UNM Dec. 4.
12/3
12/3
HANGING OF THE Greens Dec. 4.
STEVE, HAPPY HOLJDA YS and hang In there I
Dave,
12/2
ONLY THREE MORE chances are left to send your
Christmas cheer in the Dally Lobo's Yule Log.
Special student rate of TEN CENTS per word per
day, Please, only personal Christmas messages. 12/2

TYPING
24hr. SERVICE
IBM SELECTRIC

Miscellaneous

WOOL COAT SALE- Select military coats V. off
(under $10), Kaufman's: a Real Army-Navy Store,
504 YaleSE. 265·7777,
12/8
FANTASTIC KITTENS: FREE to good homes. All
black males and females, fully housetralned and only
10 weeks old. See them at 207 Stanford SE (2 blocks
12113
south of Johnson Gym).
HAVE AN ADVENTURE this weekend! Skydivel
Cali the Albuquerqu~ Parachut~ .Center for in·
formation concewing our next First Jump Cours~.
Special rates for students and military, Call 877-4016.
12/13
LEATHER JACKETS 575 - Genuine leather, used,
great condition. Kaufman's: a Real Army-Navy
Store, 504 YaleSE. 265-7777.
12/8

Binding
Passport Photos
2312 Central S,E,
Across From Popejoy Hall
Mon.-Fri. 8:30-6:30
Sat.10·5
255-9673

9. Las N oticias
HEY, CAMPANAS, TONIGHT Spruce and Tijeras
for Luminarias, 6:30, B~ there.
12/2
SKIERS UNITE! UNM Ski Racing Benefit Snow
Dance fenturing two bands, V.a.F. and Myst. Door
prizes and refreshment. All proceeds go to the Ski
Racing Club. 8:30 p.m. to 12 a.m., Subway Station,
Dec, 4. Tickets available Wed. and Fri. in the SUB
and Sat. at the door.
12/3

Student Book Store
Opposite UN.M

1M,IN'"'
~1~ ~\11WFA~··
' 11

Best l'rices

Paid Et·eryday
For Used Texts.

265·7777

ARMY·NAVV GOODS
504 YALESE

1212

TYPE IT YOURSEI.F and Save. Olympia report
deluxe electric typewriter, German made, $100. 242·
7613.
tfn
IBM EXECUTIVE TYPEWRITERS··$300,
Reconditioned IBM Selectrics from$500, Brand new
correcting Selectric ll's- 5910 w/30 day warranty.
Reconditioned IBM Electronic typewriters - call for
pdces. G1C 292·6467 (mornings), 296-3415
(evenings),
12/8
MOVING SALE: DESK $45, sofa bed $85, queen
sizebed$95. Call255·2014.
12/8
1973 GRAN PRIX PS PB, auto, A/C, excellent
condition. $1600. Taking offers 211·5515 or 2563645.
1218
STERF.:O SYSTEM INTERGRATED. Sansui
technics and Pioneer .components. Excellent con·
dillon, worth $4,000, Sacrifice forS1,SOO. 888·3142.
12/13
1980 PINTO, RUNS excellent, standard, good In
miles, 52,350. 266-2264.
12113
ROSSIGNOL SM207 SKIS wlth Solomiin 727 Equire
bindings 5200. Yamaha guitnr$150. Nego 277-4879.
12/3

6. Employment
BANK TELLER, WILL train, full-time, Call now!
262-1751, Guaranteed Jobs.
12/13
fOURTH YEAR TELECOMMUNICATIONS
students only, KO!l-TV/PM Magazine has two Intern

c;overed
t'llr'ag on
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLD TO\fi!N

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUULE
ACROSS
1 Fragment
6 Cheek
10 After Aug.
14 Be unsure
15 Yugoslav
name
16 Mimic
17 Sprang
18 Plenty, once
19 Tined tool
20- -Alley
22 Shag and
burley
24 Image
26Takesout
27 Attached
31 Man's name
32 Inquired
33 Containers
35 Tennis ploy
38 Garlands
39 Boys' book
author
40 Trunk
41 Envelop
42 Midwest city
43 Sponge
44 Risk money
45 Ottawa
native
47 NHLorNFL
player
51 Achieve

52 Stereo parts
54 Actor Marlon
58- bean
59 Routine
61 Moregelld
62 Premed. sub]
63 Asian gulf
64 Ancestor
65 Cysts
66 Consign
67 Grass stalks
DOWN
1 Strike
2 Mata3 Stratford's
river
4 Breathers
5 Feared
6 Holy one:
Abbr.
7 Isn't: Dial.
Blnsisted
9 Salt pork
10 Canadian
Indian
11 Solar year
excess
12 Orange13 Queue
21 Negative
23 Brews
25 Tappet
27 Time of year

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

28 Adrift
29 Gambol
30 Australian
canine
34 Appease
35 Lombardy
city
36 Name fora
Moscow iniss
37 Existed
39 Atlantic cape
40 Type of
g9ose
42 Body parts
43 Newsboy

44 Farm sounds
46 Check
47 Attorney 48 Thread
49 Tarzan, e.g.
50 Disintegrate
53 Actress Anna
55 Nest
56 Legal paper
57 Hockey's
Bobby and
kin
60 Aboll~h

